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PRESENT: David Riley – Chairman  
  Andrew Cooper – Deputy Chairman 
  Chris Preston 
  James Evans 
  Nick Elderfield 
  Ra Hennessy 
  Steve Sheridan 
  Vanessa Clifford 
  Stuart McIntosh Harbour Master/Chief Executive 
 

In Attendance: Designated Person Capt. Martin Phipps MBE (for General Directions section), and 
Deputy Harbour Master Marine Services Ed Walker. 

  
1.   DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

Declarations of Interest and Declarations of Related Party Transactions for Cowes Harbour 
Commissioners are documented in the CHC Interest Records and on the CHC website.  

 
2.   APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE  

Jo Gillespie and County Press Reporter.  
 

3. MINUTES OF THE MONTHLY NOVEMBER MEETING 
The minutes of the meeting held on Friday, 22nd November 2019 having been sent out it was 
resolved that they be signed as a true and complete record of business transacted.  

 
4.   MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES 

8. Dredging Campaign & Surveying Updated: HM stated CHC has ordered the new navigational 
marks for the Eastern Channel, and once installed, he will arrange to take Chris Preston and 
Andrew Cooper out on a RIB at night to view the buoyage. 

Action: HM 
 
9. Sustainable Dredging Project: HM reported CHC had held a very well attended and engaged 
meeting with dredging stakeholders, including representatives from Dean & Reddyhoff and 
Cowes Yacht Haven, as well as three independent experts: ABPmer, Dr. Rob Nunny, and 
Lymington Technical Services advising Dean & Reddyhoff. The Van Oord sustainable dredge 
trial and Dr. Rob Nunny’s proposal were discussed. HM stated prior to the meeting there had 
been significant reservations raised about the Water Injection Dredging proposal and how 
successful it was likely to be. HM reported it had been a good meeting and in principle there was 
a group conclusion that a Water Injection Dredging trial, based on Dr. Rob Nunny’s smaller scale 
trial, is worth considering. HM stated there was discussion on a trial of cutter suction dredging, 
which would probably be part of a second separate trial to determine the difference. HM stated 
Dean & Reddyhoff had agreed to go and discuss the proposals with their group Board and revert 
with an amended proposal or comments to CHC.  

Action: HM 
 

5. Harbour Master Chief Executive’s Report July 2019 
2. Port Marine Safety Code 
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2.2 Accident Reports: HM reported the executive meeting with UKSA had been held and he 
would arrange a further meeting between CHC, with Jo Gillespie and Andrew Cooper in 
attendance, and UKSA, including UKSA’s Chair of Trustees Kevin George.  

Action: HM 
 
3.7 Communications & Marketing: HM stated CHC has worked up a proposal for visiting cruise 
ships involving the potential upgrade and relocation of Trinity House Mooring Buoy to south of 
Prince Consort buoy, to enable mediterranean type mooring due west or east of the Trinity House 
Mooring Buoy. HM stated this would give CHC the capability to increase the size of cruise ship 
that can be accommodated in the Cowes Triangle from the current limit of 150m LOA to around 
200m LOA. HM explained this would open up the option of mooring close to Cowes to a much 
wider number of small ship cruises of the type that CHC is targeting. HM stated this mooring plan 
has two significant advantages, in that it becomes more attractive to the cruise operators 
because the tendering time and potential issues as a result of bad weather are reduced, and 
secondly, the ships would also then be moored in the CHC jurisdiction and liable for payment of 
harbour dues to CHC. HM stated he has an outline plan and it is one of the projects he proposes 
to take forward this year for potential implementation towards the end of the year.  

Action: HM 
 

5. Harbour Master Chief Executive’s Report November 2019 
2.2 Accident Reports: HM reported he has arranged a meeting in February with the new Red 
Funnel Marine Operations Director, Leana Lakes, a Master Mariner who was previously with 
Condor as an Operations & Safety Director before doing independent safety consultancy work. 
HM stated he intends to discuss the safety management issues with Marine Operations Director 
Leana Lakes and take the opportunity to give her a guided tour of the harbour.  

Action: HM 
 
3. Cowes Harbour Authority 
3.1 Works/Dredge Applications: HM reported CHC has submitted applications to the MMO and 
the Isle of Wight Council for the East Cowes Sailing Club pontoons. HM stated CHC is having 
ongoing discussions with East Cowes Sailing Club to agree the final details and layout. HM 
confirmed this project would be an investment by CHC in accordance with CHC’s development 
and investment policies, and it was not a stakeholder benefit project.  

Action: HM 
 
10. CHC Stakeholder Benefit Guidelines: HM reported the CHC Stakeholder Benefit Guidelines 
were discussed with the Advisory Committee and are now available online. HM stated the CHC 
list of stakeholder benefits was an outstanding action.  

Action: HM 
 
5.   HARBOUR MASTER / CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S REPORT JANUARY 2019  

The Harbour Master/Chief Executive’s report was circulated with the papers for the meeting and 
was fully considered by the Board. The report is attached to these Minutes as a matter of record. 
The HM highlighted the following to Commissioners: 
 
1. Cowes Harbour Commission 
1.1 Personnel 

HM reported CHC is currently advertising for a Works & Asset Manager, as part of the focus 
to ensure CHC raises the level of marine customer services. HM stated the Marine Services 
Manager will now be focused in customer service delivery and staff management under the 
“one team” making sure there is flexibility within the CHC team. HM stated the new Works & 
Asset Manager will be responsible for overseeing the management of all our pontoons, 
planned maintenance, ARPs and some projects.  

 
2. Port Marine Safety Code 
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2.8 Environmental 
HM reported the weather station was installed in the harbour at the end of 2019 and the 
outputs are being monitored by CHC with a view to going public before the start of the season 
and once the information is available online. 

Action: HM/DHM 
 

4. Cowes Harbour Services (CHS) 
4.1 Moorings 

HM reported that following requests from visiting schooners, yachts and superyachts at 
Trinity Landing, CHC has invested in three-phase electricity, which has now been installed. 
HM stated this would be advertised by CHC.  
 

5. Shepards Marina 
5.1 Marina 

HM reported that fairly significant work is ongoing to install new showers, which will be 
completed in two phases. Deputy Harbour Master Marine Services Ed Walker stated the 
works would be completed within approximately two weeks.   
 

6. FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT REPORT – DECEMBER 2019 
The Commissioners noted that the financial management report for December 2019 had been 
considered in detail in the “In Committee” section of the meeting. The Commissioners noted that 
the accounts as presented in the management report had been in order and agreed.   
 

7. MONTHLY – SAFETY MESSAGE/TOPIC 
Chris Preston commented it was good that CHC is highlighting the need to wear kill cords on-
board powered vessels and informed the Board about ongoing trials of electronic kill cords. Chris 
Preston stated tests are finding there is much higher observance using electronic kill cords 
because there is no connecting wire to prevent moving around a vessel and only in the case of 
falling overboard will the engine be cut out. HM asked Chris Preston for information. Andrew 
Cooper stated it would be important to know whether electronic kill cords can be retrofitted.  

Action: HM/CP 
 

8. GENERAL DIRECTIONS REVIEW / RECOMMENDATIONS & TEMP. GDS 
Designated Person Capt. Martin Phipps MBE re-joined the meeting. HM informed the Board the 
two Temporary General Directions being considered were both for reduced visibility, one for 
vessels over 48m in length, prohibiting navigation in visibility less than 2 cables, covering the 
Red Funnel ferries and commercial vessels. HM stated the second Temporary General Direction 
is in respect of vessels less than 48m in length, which includes the Red Jets and because of their 
greater manoeuvrability, the visibility has to be less than 100m.  
 
HM stated these Temporary General Directions had been rolled over four times because they 
can only be in place for three months at a time. HM stated he has reviewed the risk assessments 
and safety control measures and stated he would not at this stage recommend reducing the 
restrictions in the Temporary General Directions and considered these should become 
permanent General Directions. HM stated he recommended deferring a final decision for another 
month at least until after his meeting with the new Red Funnel Operations Director.  
 
Steve Sheridan enquired whether at the Advisory Committee meeting, Red Funnel had stated 
they have incorporated the 2 cables limit into their internal regulations. HM replied that Red 
Funnel have incorporated the 2 cables limit into their Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs), 
but as it is their rule they can change it at any stage. HM stated CHC is the Harbour Authority 
and a permanent General Direction is the one robust safety control measure CHC can issue, 
where vessels are actually Directed on how they can navigate within the harbour. HM stated 
CHC has the same two in principle objectives that Red Funnel has, in that CHC needs to make 
sure the harbour and Red Funnel operations are safe, but CHC also recognises that ferry 
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transportation is vital to the economy and social wellbeing of the Island. Therefore, safety has to 
be CHC’s number one priority HM stated, but noted that he is also mindful if CHC issues a 
permanent General Direction on visibility, it would then be more difficult to reduce those limits. 
HM stated even though his recommendation next month would likely be to issue a permanent 
General Direction, he proposed reviewing it after a year, once there has been more time to 
evaluate the effectiveness of the improvements from the safety control measures, in particular 
from Red Funnel.  
 
HM noted there has been a significant amount of negative feedback from the local communities 
and business. Designated Person Capt. Martin Phipps stated Red Funnel should be trying to get 
to the point of running their ferries into Cowes in zero visibility. Capt. Martin Phipps stated he has 
discussed the situation with the HM a number of times and agrees with the actions the HM is 
taking.  
 
Chairman David Riley stated CHC must consider the perception that stakeholders have of the 
HM closing the harbour and preventing people from attending appointments and so on. Chairman 
David Riley stated CHC must be very clear that it is only when there is under 100m of visibility 
that West Cowes is not connected because even if the vehicle ferry is stopped under the 2 cables 
limit the Red Jet still runs. Additionally, Chairman David Riley stated CHC needs to be clear the 
reason why CHC has put these Temporary General Directions in place is because CHC is not 
satisfied the ferries can navigate into the harbour safely in reduced visibility. HM stated that 
based on the current risk assessments of the Red Funnel safety procedures and CHC’s 
Temporary General Directions, CHC continues to consider this is the appropriate and the right 
safety control measures  
 
Following extensive discussion, Commissioners formerly confirmed the Board had approved the 
extension of the two Temporary General Directions on reduced visibility for another term of three 
months.  

Action: HM 
 
Designated Person Capt. Martin Phipps MBE left the meeting. 

 
9. ADVISORY COMMITTEE – MINUTES 

Copies of the Cowes Harbour Advisory Committee (CHAC) January meeting minutes were 
circulated with the papers for the meeting. Chairman David Riley stated Steve Sheridan had 
attended as Chris Preston had been away. Steve Sheridan commented the CHAC meeting was 
a very good forum with a wide range of representatives present and CHAC Chairman John Corby 
is doing an excellent job.  
 
Steve Sheridan stated John Corby had invited Alex Cottle, from Island RIBs at Kingston Wharf, 
whose view was as a commercial operator that CHC’s Kingston site should only allow 
commercial operators to work there as they were more health and safety conscious and easier 
to regulate than boat owners doing DIY on their vessels. Alex Cottle had pointed out the risks of 
combining commercial operators and private individuals working on boats in the same vicinity. 
Steve Sheridan stated that Laurence Mead from Cowes Week Ltd had spoken up in defence of 
allowing DIY on vessels at Kingston. HM stated this is an issue CHC reviews regularly, and as 
part of the Kingston development review, it will be looked at again with regard to considering if 
there will be specific, fully commercial areas. HM stated in principle, with CHC’s yachting 
customers on the Isle of Wight having varying budget capabilities, to move to a totally restricted 
yard policy would be detrimental to a large number of customers. HM stated CHC will keep the 
matter and safety management under regular review and control. HM noted there are a high 
percentage of yards in the Hamble that have a closed policy of only commercial contractors, 
however these are fully commercial yards whereas CHC is a not-for-profit organisation.  
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Andrew Cooper enquired whether there was an update on the Isle of Wight Council (IWC) 
Floating Bridge. HM stated the IWC is investigating a number of options, including a proposal 
from Wight Shipyard. HM stated the main option that has already been put in place is the ability 
to power the wheels independently and this is being tested but the IWC do not consider this will 
do away with the need for a push boat or potential side thrusters.  
 
Chairman David Riley confirmed the next CHAC meeting would be on 1st May and commented 
that Chairman John Corby has done a really good job of getting stakeholders engaged.   

 
10. EAST COWES SLIPWAY PROJECT 

Copies of the slipway working group paper on ‘Provision of a Small Craft Launching Facility at 
East Cowes’ were circulated with the papers for the meeting. HM reported the slipway working 
group has recommended putting more detail into the option ‘B’ proposal for a slipway just north 
of the Shrape Breakwater. HM stated the draft paper had been considered by both the CHAC 
and East Cowes Town Council (ECTC).  
 
HM reported ECTC have agreed in principle to support it. HM stated ECTC will include it in their 
master plan for East Cowes, and have agreed for ECTC representatives to join the working 
group. HM stated it was now for the working group to take it to the next stage of starting to look 
for funding, and potentially the appointment of some consultants to get it from conceptual stage 
into a more detailed proposal with costings. HM stated the working group is keeping it open as 
to who will lead on it, so it is still being taken forward as a working group partnership as this 
could be more beneficial when looking for grant funding.  

Action: HM 
 
Chris Preston enquired who would be responsible for the slipway after it has been built, and who 
would own it and have liability for it. HM responded that this will be addressed in the detailed 
proposal along with funding. Chairman David Riley commented the slipway would make a hole 
in the sea wall, which presumably has a flood defence and enquired whether a flood defence 
gate will be funded. HM stated flood defence would have to be part of the detailed planning 
application. 

Action: HM 
 
11. UKSA - STAKEHOLDER DIVIDEND REQUEST 

Copies of the UKSA letter on ‘Mooring Placements on the Shrape Watersports Area’ was 
circulated with the papers for the meeting. 
 
HM stated that whilst the East Cowes slipway project was likely to be around a 24 month project 
from now, CHC has had discussions within the working group and with UKSA on potential interim 
solutions. HM stated UKSA’s preference is to have two or three mooring buoys in the 
watersports area. HM stated this is so UKSA’s dinghies could be towed out to the moorings, and 
then the students brought out in RIBs, to avoid a continuation of the present more risky practice 
of towing students out in a row of dinghies and transiting the most hazardous part of the river 
and Floating Bridge in this manner. HM stated Deputy Harbour Master Ed Walker and the UKSA 
operations manager have been working up the details and that the cost is approximately £5.5k.  
 
HM stated CHC had received a letter from UKSA for stakeholder dividend support and noted 
the latest development being that it was discussed by the CHAC and received a broad level of 
support at their January meeting where Red Funnel was also present. HM stated as a result of 
this, Red Funnel have agreed to put up 50% of the cost of the three moorings. Following 
discussions internally at CHC and with Ben Willows CEO of UKSA, the HM put forward his 
proposal to the Board and recommendation for CHC to fund installing the moorings and 
maintaining them. James Evans stated that this application should be considered against CHC’s 
stakeholder benefit guidelines and published on the CHC website before being approved. 
Chairman David Riley concluded the Board could approve the UKSA request in principle, and 
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the HM could formerly approve it when he has received the proper documentation from UKSA. 
The Board unanimously agreed to this proposal. 

Action: HM 
 
11. ANY OTHER BUSINESS 

a) Flare disposal: Steve Sheridan informed the Board that he had dropped off nine flares to the 
Newport Police Station with no issues and had been told people could drop off up to 10 flares 
at a time. 
 
 

 As there was no further business the Chairman formally closed the public section of the meeting 
at 1330.  

 
 
Date of next four meetings:  
Friday, 21st February 2020 
Friday, 20th March 2020 
Friday, 24th April 2020 
Friday, 22nd May 2020 
 


